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Description 
Creating animations beyond simple camera flyovers and key frame sequences can be a 
daunting task for those in the engineering and architectural fields. The ability to use the 
more advanced animation tools offered in 3ds Max software opens up many new ways of 
presenting and controlling the complex and intricate models we create. This class will 
look at several of these tools, from wire parameters to complicated linking and 
constraints, used to automatically animate models. This class will feature a 
demonstration and deconstruction of the model used for creating the Interstate 90 Track 
Bridge, which, in an engineering first, will let light-rail vehicles travel over the I-90 
floating bridge in Seattle, Washington. The model created for workshops and design 
reviews needed to be a real-time, interactive tool that could respond to real-world input 
values such as lake level and wind to measure critical elements. 
 
 
 

 
 

Learning Objectives 
• Learn different methods of linking models in 3ds Max to create dynamically 

driven animations and simulations  
• Use dummy objects, helpers, and different controller types to create 

interactive models 
• Learn how to use wire parameters to one model control another 
• Learn how to use the parameter collector to simplify animation control 
• Breakdown of the Interstate 90 floating track bridge model 
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I-90 Floating Bridge - Track Bridge Model Introduction and Analysis 
This 3ds Max model was created for use with internal design review and engineering 
workshops, as well as for eventual use with public outreach and media. Normally, the 
architects and engineers would provide our visualization team with various CAD and 
design documentation which we would then use to create the 3D model for rendering and 
animations as needed. Typically these would be fly-over animations or other similarly key 
framed sequences. In this case the challenge of putting light rail transit over a floating 
bridge led the design team to ask for a live 3D model that could be manipulated real-time 
for the initial design workshops to visually analyze different situations the rail tracks 
would be put in as various forces acted on them. 
 

Ranges of Motion 
The first step to creating the model and linking the parts together to respond to real 
world inputs such as lake level rise and wind forces was to break down exactly what those 
forces and motions were. The result is a system that has to react to an array of forces and 
maintain integrity for rail operation: 
 

         
 RANGES OF MOTION  
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Solution - CESURA 
The final design created by the engineers became known as the CESURA model, or the 
“Curved Element SUpported RAil” design consisting of 2 semi-floating wings and 
pendulum bearings that could shape the rails dynamically while maintaining proper 
alignment. 
 
  

 
        CESURA TRACK BRIDGE 3D MODEL  

 
 

 

Putting it all together   
After building the 3D model to the specification of the engineers it was placed in the 
context of the existing 1.5 mile I-90 floating bridge that connects Seattle to the city of 
Bellevue across Lake Washington. Four individual track bridge models were used, 2 each 
for eastbound and westbound rail, and 2 for each end connecting the land side non-
moving portions to the dynamic floating section. Since this needed to be a ‘live’ model, 
the idea was that someone in a design session would ask, for example, that the lake level 
be raised 12” or to induce a 1° roll to the floating pontoon section and be able to see how 
the model reacted. The two primary challenges to this were 1) the fact that the bridge 
deck approach was not square to the water surface and 2) having objects linked to move 
by changing one of the forces did not break after setting it up to move in conjunction with 
another. 
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Initial setup for I-90 Bridge 
Before adding the track bridge model to the roadway the basic parts for the interstate 
itself had to work in a logical fashion. Since the final model would need to react to the 
positioning of the water and primary pontoon, the first step was to use a few tools to get 
the motions correct and easily changeable.  
 

 
BASIC INTERSTATE 90 MODEL SHOWING ROAD DECK, TRANSITION SPAN, MAIN PONTOON, AND WATER SURFACE 

 

Dummies are your friend 
Using the Dummy helper object is a convenient 
way to link various parts of a model together since 
the objects themselves are simple and easily 
organized. They give a good basis for the ‘bones’ of 
the model and allow you to make changes to the 
underlying geometry of the model without 
worrying about breaking links or unwittingly 
modifying the pivot positions of parts of the 
model. This illustration shows the position of the 
single dummy object that will ultimately control 
the motion of the entire model. It’s positioned so 
that it’s centered horizontally with the floating 
pontoon section to allow for the model to rotate 
on its longitudinal axis, and also centered 
vertically with what will be the default water level 
of the lake. 
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Lock things into place 
Since the model is using a single object to control all of its motions, that object will be 
getting moved around a lot. Ideally, this object could be at the (0,0,0) point of the scene 
with 0°rotation, but rarely is that the case when working with large models or combining 
with existing context model scenes. One of the simplest ways to keep things where you 

want them is to use the Freeze 
Transform function. This has a few 
benefits, including the ability to 
quickly move an object back to a 
predetermined point and give a better 
‘hook’ for parameter wiring. To freeze a 
transform, hold ALT+right click. You 
can then hit the Freeze Rotation  or 
the Freeze Transformation  option (or 
both). After this just do the same 
ALT+right click and go to the 
Transform to Zero or Rotation to Zero 
and the object will reset to where it’s 
initial position/rotation was. 
 

 

Linking and inheriting motion 
The simplest way of connecting parts of models is the link 
command which will create a parent-child control between 
2 objects. Click the link object button; select the child 
object and drag-select to the object you want to parent it 
to. Moving the parent object will correspondingly move 
the child in a 1:1 ratio. Multiple objects can be linked to 
create a hierarchical connection.  With the objects in the scene linked as shown, it allows 
the main pontoon control dummy to move the pontoon, roadway, and water for any 
vertical, horizontal, and rotation movement. 
 
 
The water, while we want to move vertically, we don’t want to move horizontally, and 
more importantly, rotationally. The way to prevent the water from rotating with the 
controller dummy is to limit what movements it can inherit from its parent. Under the 
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Hierarchy tab and the Link Info roll-out, set the water object to 
only take the vertical (Z) movement from its parent object. If 
the two object pivots are in different places, the parent object 
can still cause vertical movement in the child object if it is 
rotated since it will rotate the center of the objects around the 
parents pivot (think like a clock hand with the child object at 
the end of it). To prevent this, align the pivot of both objects to 
the center point of the parent. 
 

 
   
 

Controllers beyond XYZ 
Another useful tool in automating animation 
motion is the Look-At Constraint. By default, 
when objects are created their default 
controllers are basic XYZ data values for its 
position and rotation in the 3 axis view. By 
changing the default rotation controller to a 
‘Look-At’, we can tell an object to always 
point at another. In the track bridge example, 
this is used to control and animate the 
transition span of the roadway that connects 
the non-moving land side of the bridge to the 
floating pontoon section of the road surface. 
The object will always point from its pivot 
position to the object assigned to look at. Its 
rotational position can either be to the 
‘World’ (i.e. always keeps its own Z pointing 
up) or inherited from another object. In this 
case the assigned upnode is the primary 
pontoon control dummy. This allows the 
transition span’s rotation to correspond to 
the rotation of the pontoon. By pointing the 
transition span to another dummy linked to 
the floating roadway, the model stays in 
alignment. 
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Track Bridge Animation – Wire Parameters 
The primary features of the Track Bridge are the 2 symmetric wings that control the 
dynamics of the rail. As the transition span moves, the wings create a curvature that 
slightly bends the rails while keeping the required specification of the rail geometry. The 
individual wings pivot around 2 points and slide slightly on a third. The rotation of the 
wings is driven by the vertical and rotational movement of the transition span, so a 
simple linking hierarchy won’t work in this case. Using wiring parameters is a powerful 
tool that allows values of one object to drive another  
 

Wing Wiring – Transforms Controlling Transforms 
In the case of the wings, the rotation needs to be driven by 2 variables. The rotation 
around its local X axis is controlled by the vertical position of the span, and its local Z 
rotation will correspond to the overall rotation of the span (and ultimately driven by the 
pontoon dummy’s horizontal position). 
 
With the wings rotation pivot at the back of the first pivot point, and its X-axis pointing 
toward the second, the wing is almost ready to be connected. Since the wing itself is at an 
angle compared to the overall scene, there needs to be a way to have the wings location 
and rotation considered to be 0 for its initial position. By wiring its initial rotation to an 
object whose overall Z is at 0, the rotation will always be in the right spot for the rail’s 
default configuration. Since no object that’s part of the scene has a global position of 0 
we can create a dummy at a Z=0 point and link that to the transition span deck. The final 
piece of the puzzle is to create a second helper object called an ExposeTm under the 
Create menu > Helpers > Expose Transform which allows you to access parameters of the 
linked object other than the default local XYZ position and rotation. In this case we want 
the dummy’s world position to drive the wings X rotation. 
 

 
WING CONTROL DUMMY LINKED TO WING SUPPORT WITH EXPOSETM HELPER TO ACCESS THE DUMMY TRANSFORMS 
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To wire the wing, right click the object and select Wiring Parameters form the roll-out, 
from there select Transform -> Rotation -> Keyframe XYZ -> X Rotation. Drag the 
rubberband to the exposeTm helper and select it. From there select Object 
(ExposeTransformHelper) -> World Position Z. 
 

 
 
This sets up the link for the wings 
frozen rotation to be controlled by the Z 
position of the dummy. Once the wiring 
parameters dialog appears, the 2 
objects will be listed and you set the 
control direction (in this case the 
dummy world Z controls the rotation) 
and click connect. 
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Now anytime the linked dummy is moved in the vertical direction, the wing will rotate. 
One caveat, rotation in the wiring parameters dialog seems to be in radians vs. degrees, 
so if the vertical value of the dummy changes by 6.28 units (2 π) the wing will do a 
complete 360° rotation. Fortunately, the wiring parameters dialog lets you add math 
operations and even variables and conditional statements that could be used in 
Maxscript. In the case of the wings adding a correction multiple of 0.0105 seemed to 
bring the wings in line with the vertical displacement of the bridge span.  
 
The wings Z rotation is wired similarly, except it is connected to the dummy’s exposeTm 
helper’s World Euler Z (rotation). This allows the wings to rotate right and left as the 
bridge deck moves horizontally. Again, a correction of dividing the rotation by about 2.8 
seems to keep things relatively lined up. 
 

Expansion Joint Wiring – Transforms Controlling Parameters 
Another method of using wiring parameters involves connecting a transformation to a 
parameter. In this example the expansion joint on the bridge will be wired so that the 
twist angle controlled by the X-rotation of the main pontoon control. Add a twist modifier 
to the expansion joint piece (just a simple box object with an appropriate number of 
subdivisions) and move it’s control point to the back of the fixed side of the bridge. Then 
wire it’s angle setting to the World rotation of the main pontoon control accessed through 
an Expose Transform helper. 

Once the control direction is set and connected, modify the amount the expansion joint 
twists from the rotation of the pontoon so that numerically things seems correspond. I 
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found that multiplying the pontoon rotation by about 280 will give visually the right 
amount of twist (World_Euler_X * 280). This seems to be from several factors, including 
the rotation of the two parts isn’t a 1:1 ratio, the pontoon control is reading in degrees, 
the twist is being translated from radians in the wiring script, etc. A small bit of trial and 
error brings things in line, or you can track down an engineer to do the calculations for 
you 😊😊  
 
Additional modifiers can be added and wired to control the expansion joints geometry, for 
example adding a bend modifier to the stack to control how it moves when the main 
pontoon moves side to side. 
 
 
Track Bridge – Bearer Bars & Pendulum Bearings 
To control the change the shape of the track as the bridge moves, the design depends on 
pendulum bearings. These allow the bearer bars to be held in place by static friction, but 
still be able to move by floating in 2 recessed cups that slide together. The most difficult 
part of linking together the parts for the model was to keep the bearer bars centered for 
all the degrees of motion and the different wing configurations.  
 

Bearer Bars – Keeping Things Centered for Heave and Roll 
For heave (vertical movement of the bridge) and 
roll, the same techniques used previously can be 
combined. Here, the bottom pendulum bearing is 
linked directly to the wing, and the top pendulum 
bearings and track clips are linked to the bearer 
bar. Aligning the pivot of the bear bar to the pivot 
of the outside bottom pendulum bearing will 
allow the entire linked group to rotate inside the 
bearing cup.  
 
Then, linking the bearer bar to the bottom 
pendulum bearing on the 
pivot side allows the entire 
bar assembly to move with 
the rotation of the wing. 
Turning off the inherit Y-
movement and all rotational 
inheritance will keep it 
centered between the wings. 
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The final piece for the heave and roll control of the wings is to add in a look-at constraint 
so that the bearer bar always ‘looks at’ the bottom pendulum bearing counterpart on the 
opposite side of the link and set it’s Upnode to one of the bottom pendulum bearings. 
 

Bearer Bars – Keeping Things Centered for Sway using the Hose Object 
For Sway (horizontal motion of the floating 
pontoon) the wings stay ‘flat’ but the bearer 
bars will need to move horizontally to allow 
track movement. This could possibly be done 
with a look-at constraint with the bearer bar 
looking across the transition span, or a wiring 
parameter with each individual bearer bar 
moving some mathematical amount horizontally 
depending on the position of the pontoon. A 
more elegant solution seemed to be the Hose 
object, which is a dynamic object visually similar 
to a spline but will stay ‘connected’ at one or 
both ends and bend accordingly. Laying a non-
renderable hose object gives a surface to attach 
various dummies to control each bearer bar 
dynamically. Here, the hose object is laid under 
the wings and connects to a dummy attached to 
each side of the bridge under the wings. 
 
Set a dummy for each bearer bar along the hose 
by using the Attachment Position Controller. 
Why this is needed instead of a regular link is 
because the normal link command won’t 
understand the dynamic movement of the hose 
object (and therefore not move from its original 
position). The Attachment controller will allow 
the object to ‘stick’ to whatever you attach it to 
regardless of it’s parents position or 
deformation. 
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The final step for setting up the horizontal motion is to link and wire a set of ‘zero 
position’ dummies to from the hose dummy location to the horizontal position of the 
bearer bar. Set its Inherit movement to only read the Y-position from the hose dummy’s 
location. 
 
Create 2 dummy objects, one nested inside the other. This gives a local 0 position that will 
be used to set the ‘zero’ initial position for the bearer bars. 
 

Link the inner dummy (0 point child) to the 
dummy attached to the hose. Then set an 
Expose Transform to read its parameters 
and use the outer dummy (0 point parent) 
as its local reference node. This way it will 
always have a 0 position and rotation no 
matter its location in the scene. This is 
useful since your geometry will typical not 
have either. 

 
Wire the Y-position of the Bearer bar to the exposed transform local Y position. This will 
move the bearer bar by the same amount as the individual hose dummy for each location. 
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Track Bridge – Adding the Track 

The final step to the Track Bridge model is adding 
the track pieces themselves. For this model, each 
segment was sliced where it would be held in place 
by each bearer bar track clip. Link each segment to 
its corresponding bearer bar, and at that point its 
simply a matter of moving back its individual pivot 
and setting a look-at constraint to point to the track 
piece in front of it.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

To add even more realism to the model, wiring the X-position of each track piece to both 
the Y and Z position of a dummy on the floating pontoon will allow the track to ‘slide’ 
along the clips. This is the Surge motion that can occur in the system. To set up the X 
position to be driven by 2 separate wire parameters, first add a Float List controller  to the 
tracks X position controller, which will give additional slots to add wire parameters. In 

this case an If/Then 
statement can be 
used within the wire 
parameters dialog 
since the amount of 
movement varies 
depending on it the 
reference position is 
greater or less than 
its relative 0 
position 
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Parameter Collector – Putting all the controls in 0ne spot 
A useful tool for control of the model is the Parameter Collector under the Animation 
menu. 
 
This tool allows you to assign various objects’ controllers to one rollout and control them 
without having to select the object first. In the case of the TrackBridge model, the X, Y, 
and Z position of the pontoon control dummy, as well as it’s roll were assigned to the 
Parameter Collector. The spinners within the tool are also keyable and animatable, saving 
time when setting up animations. 
 
It’s also possible to restrict the values to a given range by adding a Float Limit controller 
to the object, which will allow you to set ranges directly within the Parameter Collector. In 
this case it was very convenient to be able to set the bridges expected service limits to 
each motion type. 
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3ds Max demo files: 
 

http://point002percent.com/AutodeskUniversity_2018 
 

01_roadways.max 
01_roadways-rigged.max 
02_wings.max 
02_wings-rigged.max 
03_expansionJoint.max 
03_expansionJoint-wired.max 
04_bearerBars-pendulumBearings-rigged.max 
04_bearerBars-pendulumBearings.max 
05_swayControl_hose.max 
06_swayControl_BBs.max 
06_swayControl_BBs-rigged.max 
07_track-rigged.max 
08_parameterCollect.max 

http://point002percent.com/AutodeskUniversity_2018
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